Actually Thue had already proved in 1915 [9] a more general result under certain unimportant restrictions without formulating it as a theorem. If we omit these restrictions, Thue's result can be formulated as follows:
If Q<\, a 2 , . . . , a n are relatively prime, then it is possible to find integers xi, x 2 , . . . , x n not all zero such that (2) a\X\ + a 2 #2 + . . . + a n x n = 0 (mod m) and 0 ^ |*,| ^ m 1/n . 
It is clear that the corresponding theorem holds for ax = by (mod p) where (b, p) -1. Moreover it follows from the proof that the modulus need not be a prime number. In the book of Scholz [7] this generalization of Thue is also proved. Independently Thue's Theorem was proved by De Backer [3] and Vinogradov's generalization by Ballieu [2] . Moreover Ballieu considered the case where a and m are not relatively prime, but ordinarily it will be sufficient for the applications to consider the case where (a, m) = 1 since by must be divisible by the g. We wish to prove the latter theorem is correct by proving the following generalization of the theorem of Aubry-Thue which also contains (2) as a special case. 
. ,s).
This result will be obtained by proving the corresponding generalization of Vinogradov's theorem.
The theorem of Aubry-Thue is used in particular for the proof of the representation of primes of form 4w + 1 as sum of two squares and that the least &th power non-residue (mod p) with p = 1 (mod k) is less than p*. Correspondingly, we shall use our generalisation to simplify the proof that every integer can be represented as sum of four squares and we shall prove here that for odd k and p = 1 (mod k) each of the k -1 classes of &th power nonresidues contains at least one element less than p( k~t i/ k . For sufficiently large p and the special case k -3 a sharper bound can be obtained from Vinogradov's results [13] but not for k > 3.
Porcelli and Pall have just announced that they can prove the following theorem with the help of Farey Series : We will show this theorem is an immediate consequence of Vinogradov's theorem and that it also holds for &th power residues with even k. Finally we will generalize the theorem of Aubry-Thue for congruences with regard to a double modulus and for congruences with respect to ideals in algebraic number fields. Proof. Let /*, be the greatest integer less than /". For <r = 1, 2, . . . , s we choose (6) *, = 0,1,2,...,/*, and obtain II (/*, + 1) sets of r-tuples (yi, y 2 , ... , y r )-By (3) we have n (f, + l) Ï n /, > m r .
If p is an odd prime, D a quadratic residue {mod p), g and h positive integers such that g ^ p and h
= [p/g],
Generalization of Vinogradov
Thus it follows from Dirichlet's principle of the drawers that at least two of the r-tuples, say (y\, y' 2 , . . . , y' r ) and (y" u y" 2l . . . , y" r ) will satisfy the congruences 
where
Proof 
Let A = {a pa ) and B = (b p(T ) be two r X s matrices with integral rational elements and r < 2s. Then for every given integer t we can find integral s X t matrices U = (tier) and V = (v OT ) such that (9) AU = BV (mod m), where
Wor\ <for, \V 9T \ < f'cr, (* = 1,2, . . . ,S\ T=l, 2,...,/).
Proof. The rt elements of A U are linear combinations of the elements of U. Hence (9) requires that rt linear congruences for the 2st unknown elements of U and V be satisfied.
A similar result holds for left-hand multiplication of A and B. (12) max (\x\,\y\ 9 \z\, \t\) < p*.
It follows from (11) and (10) By (12), A must be equal to 1, 2, or 3. If A = 1, the theorem is proved. U A =2, then x must be congruent (mod 2) to at least one of y, z, t say x = y (mod 2) and then also z = t (mod 2). We obtain from (13) for p the following representation as sum of four squares:
If A =3, we use a method of Sylvester [8] . It follows from (13) that one of x, y, z, t, say x, must be divisible by 3 and by proper choice of signs for y, z } and t we may assume that Proof. Let n h n 2 , . . . , n k -\ be representatives of the k -1 classes K u K 2 , . . . , K k -i of non-residues. We consider the system of k -1 congruences in k unknowns:
This system has a non-trivial solution #, ji, y 2 , ... , 3^-1 where each unknown is less than p^k~^^k in absolute value. Since -1 is a £th power residue for odd k, then x and -x belong to the same class. Hence we only have to show that #> yu y2, ... , yic-i are representatives of the k classes of residues and nonresidues. If x belongs to the class K of residues or non-residues, then y { belongs to the class K Kf l (i = 1, 2, . . . , k -1). It is obvious that these classes are different from each other and different from K.
If we consider instead of the k -1 congruences (14) only / of them, then it follows in the same way from Theorem 1 that / of these classes of &th power non-residues contain elements which are less than p l/l+l . Applying this sue-, cessively for Z=l,2, ...,& -1, we obtain This gives for d\ the well known bound for the least &th power non-residue. 
Generalization of a Theorem of
Proof. Since D is a £th power residue, there exists an integer a such that a k = D (mod p). By Theorem 1, the congruence
has a solution for which \x\ < g and \y\ < h + 1 since g(h + 1) > p. Thus
and since k is even,
Since \x\ is one of the numbers 1, 2, . . . , g -1 and \y\ one of the numbers 1, 2, . . . , Â, the theorem is proved. On the other hand, p\pz. . . pt is the smallest positive integer contained in m. The theorem holds also if some of these prime ideals but not all are of degree 2.
Note (May 4, 1951). In the meantime the paper of Porcelli and Pall has been published [6] . While in their abstract only the case k = 2 is mentioned, actually Theorem 4 is proved in the paper. Our proof is completely different from the proof of Porcelli and Pall.
